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2The modied (improved) version of GMO relation ob-












































must be positive since it can also be in-












= +9:8 MeV. From the viewpoint of
agreement with data, it is clear that there exists a con-




















which provide the agreement of eq.(4) with data. To re-
duce maximally such sort of non-uniqueness, one needs
some additional criteria. To this end, LTK exploited the
mass relation for decuplet baryons. Namely, taking the
ratio of decuplet mass combination to the octet one, then





=  3 (remark, it is not clear why one has
to just maximize).
Negative sign of the solution 
ts
=  3 implies that the
mass dierence Æ
t










=  3 is in conict with empirics: it supplies
negative value to the r.h.s. of (4) thus providing the
correction to GMO in wrong direction.
QUANTUM-GROUP BASED BARYON MASS
RELATIONS
Now let us turn to another modication of the GMO
mass sum rule, namely the q-deformed mass relation ob-
















































certain polynomials in [2]  [2]
q
= q + q
 1
whose sets
of zeros are completely dierent. This q-analog yields, as















(known to hold with the
0:58% accuracy) at the 'classical' value q = 1, and the








































6  n <1; (7)
where q
n
= exp(i=n). It should be mentioned that for
each such value q
n
the respective sum rule shows better
agreement with data than GMO one.
The phenomenologically most adequate mass relation
















shows the remarkable 0:07% accuracy. This, most accu-





for which a clear physical meaning was suggested in ref.
[9, 12] where the value q
7












Now let us present the optimal mass relation (8) in the









































Formulae (6)-(8) encode highly nonlinear dependence
of mass on SU (3)-breaking. This makes them radically
dierent from the classical GMO result accounting only
rst order eects in SU (3)-breaking.
Such nonpolynomiality in SU (3)-breaking eectively
accounted by the quantum-group based model, for
the case of octet baryon masses was demonstrated
in [7]. For this goal, the explicit dependence on
hypercharge Y and isospin I of matrix elements
for isoplet masses wss analyzed. Typical contribu-
tion to octet baryon mass contains such expressions

















), with multipliers de-




of a chosen dynami-
cal representation. This shows nontrivial explicit de-










if q = exp(ih), baryon masses depend on Y and
I (that is, on SU (3)-breaking eects) in highly nonlin-
ear - nonpolynomial - fashion. The ability to account
highly nonlinear SU (3)-breaking eects, due to the use




) of usual avor sym-
metries, is similar to the result [13] that by exploiting
appropriate free q-deformed structure one is able to eÆ-
ciently describe the properties of (undeformed) quantum-
mechanical system with complicated interaction.
DIQUARK-QUARK PARAMETERS AND
q-PARAMETER
Now let us relate the results (4) and (9) of two dierent











































































) = 0; (11)
with some w, guarantees validity of eq.(4) and its corre-
spondence with eq.(9). The solution of (10), namely














when put in (11) gives a particular constraint on the
parameters of the LTK quark-diquark model.
As result, we are led to the explicit relation between
the (value q
7
= exp(i=7) of) q-parameter in our q-GMO





































in the relation (13) is
put in order to indicate that these values are now the op-
timized ones corresponding to all-order account of SU (3)
symmetry breaking in octet baryon masses, as encoded








1:80194, the obtained relation











=  6:705: By the very derivation, both these
values guarantee the validity of sum rule (4) to within
0:07%: The both values dier substantially from that
adopted by LTK and provide positive correction to GMO,
see the comment in sec.2 about the negative value of 
ts
.
























































































The deduced inequalities, we hope, give more realistic
picture of the hierarchy among the parameters involved
in the LTK diquark-quark model.
LINKING THE LTK MODEL PARAMETERS TO
THE CABIBBO ANGLE
Now let us discuss the already mentioned connection
between the q-parameter and the Cabibbo angle. As it
was shown in [14], the weak mixing is properly modelled









); found in [15],
which connects 
W









mixings with 3rd family, which we neglect).
This relates the mixing in bosonic (interaction) sector
with that in fermionic (matter) sector of the electroweak
model. Combined with (8) this implies: the Cabibbo an-
gle can be linked to q-parameter of a quantum-group (or
q-algebra) based structure applied in the fermion sector.













. (Remark that for the q-deformed analog of





As a nal result of this note we deduce the following
corollary concerning direct link of the Cabibbo angle to










as given in (15), we













































This remarkable formula connects the Cabibbo angle
with the parameters of the LTK model, characterizing
the diquark and the third quark, whose optimized values
are such that the inequalities (14) should hold.
APPENDIX: LTK MODEL PARAMETERS AND
q-PARAMETER, GENERAL CASE
In the appendix we demonstrate that, in principle,
the connection with the result (4) of LTK model can be
founded in the general case of an arbitrary member from
the innite discrete set presented in (7).



































































4then form the particular combination that corresponds
to the r.h.s. of (7
0
) and equate it to the r.h.s. of (4). The












































































  1) = 0 (18)
with 
ts
given in (5), when hold simultaneously, provide
validity of eq.(4). Moreover, the latter is directly corre-
spondent with the eq.(7
0
) if the identication




is made. Not going into further details, let us only men-
tion that just at q = exp(i=7) (i.e., in the case most



















With this simplication, we recover the relations (12)-
(13) of the distinguished particular case considered
above. It is this remarkable phenomenological validity
of (8) or (9) that makes it possible to link the LTK
diquark-quark model parameters to the Cabibbo angle,
as expressed in eq. (16).
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